The New Cherrington Rock Picker

Models 4500 & 4500XL

There’s Never Been a Rock Picker Like This.

A Screened Seedbed is the Best Seedbed!

Cherrington’s new compact and rugged Mobile Screener is designed to make the job quick & easy for a perfectly cleaned seedbed.

Pick-up 4”- 6” of top soil; screen it through the screen hole size you select; and collect rock, roots and vegetation in the hopper.

100% Clean the First Time!
COMPACT - DEPENDABLE - RUGGED - LOW MAINTENANCE

PTO powered all hydraulic drive means dependability. No hoist or rollover chains, only 3 bearings, steel loading paddles, carbide wear points - this all means amazingly low maintenance with the quality and efficiency of a screener. No need for multiple passes - when you power-screen you get it all the first time.

- Screen up to 6” deep
- Choose 1/2”, 3/4” or 1” screen
- Remove rocks up to 10’ dia; roots to 3 ft
- 5 ft wide screening, 1.2 yd hopper
- 40+ hp tractor required

2 models:
- 4500XL: high-lift to unload up to 8 ft
- 4500: ground dump

- Optional prescreening powered roller
- Pintle hitch for easy hook-up and turning

The way seedbeds were meant to be made.
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